The paper discusses Hamming distances of algebraic objects in general, and reports the recent progress concerning ÿnite groups. It also explains how the distance set of two quasi-groups yields a 2-complex, and points out a connection to dissections of equilateral triangles. c 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
One can expect that there exist some general connections between minimal Hamming distances within C and structural properties of C. For example, if there are enough objects in C for a given order, then big minimal distances might correlate with big minimal orders of automorphism groups. However, no such general results seem to have been formulated or published. All the results concerning Hamming distances of algebraic objects that are known to the author are concerned with just one binary operation, and, in fact, nearly all of them relate only to groups and quasi-groups.
Suppose now that C and D are classes of ÿnite algebraic objects with one binary operation. For every ÿnite A = (•) put Write C (n) and C (n) in place of C; C (n) and C; C (n), respectively, and deÿne any of the above minimums to be zero, if the respective set is empty.
There are some natural questions concerning the integers C (n) and C (n). One can, for example, ask:
(1) Is { C (n); n¿1} bounded? (2) Does there exist lim C (n)=n? (3) What can be said about the asymptotic behaviour of C (n)=n 2 ?
Let us state some of the more important results that are known for the case when C = G is the class of all ÿnite groups. Theorem 1.1. If n¿51 or n is a prime ¿11; then G (n) = 6n − 18 if n is odd and
Proofs can be found in [8, 17] . There are quite a few integers 651, for which the above formula does not hold. For example, it is known that G (16) = 64 ¡ 6 × 16 − 24 = 72 (while G (32) equals 168 = 6 × 32 − 24) and G (21)698 ¡ 6 × 21 − 24 = 102. If n613, then the values G (n) can be easily obtained by computer. Partial results concerning composite n, 146n650, are contained in [9, 16] . Theorem 1.2. If G(•) and G( * ) are two groups of order n and dist(•; * )6n 2 =9; then G(•) G( * ). Moreover; if n is a power of 2; then G(•) G( * ) follows already from dist(•; * ) ¡ n 2 =4.
These results have been proved in [8, 10] . There are many cases of non-isomorphic 2-groups of order n, say G(•) and G( * ) again, that satisfy dist(•; * ) = n 2 =4, and quite a few examples of such pairs can be found in [4] .
For every n, n a power of two, consider a graph, where vertices are the isomorphism types of groups with n elements, and edges connect those vertices that can be represented by G(•) and G( * ) in such a way that dist(•; * ) equals n 2 =4. It is not hard to verify that such a graph is connected, if n ∈ {4; 8; 16}. (The complete graph has been determined for n = 8 by Petr VojÄ echovskÃ y and for n = 16 by Natalia Zhukavets.) I conjecture that it is connected for all powers of two.
There are some reasons to expect that dist(•; * )¿n 2 =4 holds whenever G(•) and G( * ) are non-isomorphic groups of order n. In fact, a somewhat stronger conjecture states dist(•; * )¿n 2 (p − 1)=2p, where p is the least prime dividing n. The problem of Hamming distances for groups seems to have been ÿrst published in a book of LÃ aszlo Fuchs [12] as Problem 1 in the following form:
Delete k elements at random in the Cayley table of a ÿnite group G of order n. Determine the greatest k = k(n) for which (a) the rest of the table always determines G up to isomorphism, (b) the table can be reconstructed uniquely from the rest.
It is clear that unique reconstructions (or reconstructions up to an isomorphism) can be interpreted as Hamming distances, and so k(n) = G (n) − 1 in case (a) and k(n) = G (n) − 1 in case (b). However, DÃ enes [1] understood the problem of Fuchs a bit di erently, and regarded as a Cayley table any matrix of group multiplication, irrespective of its border elements. With such an approach, Cayley tables are closed with respect to permutations of rows and columns, and correspond to Latin squares that satisfy the quadrangle criterion, or -using algebraic language -to ÿnite quasi-groups that are isotopic to groups. His result [1] (see also [2] and [3] ), precised by Frische [11] , can be stated as follows: Theorem 1.3. Denote by I the class of all ÿnite quasi-groups isotopic to groups. Then I (n) = 2n for all n ¿ 1; n ∈ {4; 6}.
It is easy to connect the problem of ÿnding numbers I (n) to the problem of ÿnding Proof. Rows and columns of quasi-group multiplication tables are permutations. Therefore a column or a row that is not identical both in G(•) and G( * ) must di er at least in two entries. The assumption dist(•; * ) ¡ 2n thus yields the existence of a coinciding row, say a, and a coinciding column, say b. The permutations (x) = a • x = a * x and (y) = y • b = y * b can be used to deÿne new operations on G by
The element a • b = a * b is a neutral element both for G(•) and G( * ). Thus G(•) and G( * ) are loops isotopic to groups, and hence they are groups, by Albert's theorem. Because dist(•; * ) clearly equals dist(•; * ), the proof is ÿnished. Consider now two pairs of group multiplications table pairs:
All of the presented tables are tables of 6-element cyclic groups. The ÿrst pair exhibits distance 8, and the second pair illustrates how distance 9 can be achieved. The second pair was found by Frische [11] when she discovered a small gap in arguments of DÃ enes (who claimed originally I (n) = 2n for all n ¿ 1, n = 4). Seeing Frische's example I stated I (6) = 9 in [8] . However, the correct result is I (6) = G (6) = 8.
There is nothing surprising in the fact that I (n) = 2n and G (n) ∈ {6n−18; 6n−24} for nearly all n. In the former case one just switches two columns (or two rows), and in the latter case one gets the group closest to G(•) by setting x * y = f(f(x) • f(y)), where f = (a b) is a transposition (and a; b ∈ G are chosen with respect to some additional conditions -see [8] ). Some e ort is then needed to show that in nearly all cases one gets in this way the minimum distance, and some small orders can present a di culty. However, in general problems involving distances of isomorphic groups seem to be easier than those concerning distances of non-isomorphic groups.
It is conjectured that if two groups G(•) and G( * ) of order n satisfy dist(•; * ) = n 2 (p− 1)=2p, p the least prime dividing n, then they must have isomorphic composition factors. The converse could hold for nilpotent groups in some sense, but it is not true in general -if G(•) S 3 and G( * ) is cyclic, |G| = 6, then dist(•; * )¿12 holds in all cases.
Nothing seems to be known about distances of non-abelian simple groups.
Hamming distances and quasi-groups
Let Q denote the class of all quasi-groups. (Recall that a quasi-group Q(·) is a set with such a binary operation that all translations x → a·x and x → x·b are permutations. It is clear that ÿnite quasi-groups correspond to Latin squares.)
It is easy to see that for every n¿4 there exists a Latin square of order n with a Latin subsquare of order 2. Therefore Q (n) = 4 for all n¿2, n = 3. Using subsquares of order 2, we also obtain G; Q (n) = 4 for every even n¿2. It is, in fact, easy to see that 46 G; Q (n)6 G; Q (p) holds whenever p is a prime dividing n. However, it is not known if G; Q (n) = min{ G; Q (p); p|n and p a prime} is true. To know values G; Q (p), p a prime, might help to solve the problem, but their determination seems to be also quite hard. We shall now report some of their estimates. In place of G; Q (n) we shall write just (n).
Theorem 2.1. Assume that p is an odd prime and put t = log 2 3 − 1. Then 3 + e ln p6 (p)6(3 log 2 2 p − 4 log 2 p + 5t + 1)=t:
The methods used to get the two estimates above are quite di erent. The lower estimate [6] is based upon discussion of certain 0; 1-matrices that have their rank over GF(p) smaller than the rank over the ÿeld of rational numbers. The upper estimate [7] is based upon an explicit construction of equilateral triangle dissections, and we shall say more about that later.
The geometrical connection is based upon the following construction of an abstract complex.
Suppose that Q(•) and Q( * ) are two quasi-groups and put . Because respects rows and a is di erent from c, there must be (n) = m. Therefore (n) equals (m), and n = m follows.
Observe that the lemma can be also expressed in such a way that for every ∈ (•; * ) there exist unique n; p ∈ M with = {n; −1 ; (n)} and = {p; −1 (p); −1 (p)}, respectively. However, this means that each vertex of M can take part at most in three triangles of , and these triangles are {m; When minimal distances of quasi-groups are considered, then one can, clearly, work only with the case when (•; * ) yields a connected polyhedron, i.e. an orientable surface. Its genus g is given by 2(g + 1) = f + v − e, where f; v and e mean the number of faces, vertices and edges, respectively. In the following formulas !( ), a permutation, gives the number of cycles of . We have There is a connection of the above corollary to the classical result of Tutte [14] about dissections of an equilateral triangle into equilateral triangles.
Consider ÿrst dissections that satisfy condition ( * ) every vertex is an extreme point of a segment. Suppose that such a dissection consists of t triangles, s segments and v vertices. Add a vertex out of the plane and connect it to the vertices of the big triangle. In this way one gets a simplex with one of its faces containing the dissection. For every segment p consider all triangles with one of their sides on p, and permute these triangles by sending a triangle, say , to its neighbour (i.e. to the triangle which also has one of its sides on p and which shares with a common vertex). Condition ( * ) means, in fact, that from any vertex one can travel only in three directions (excluding thus the possibility of six di erent ways out of a vertex). Therefore, for a given segment, say p, the required permutation is determined uniquely up to the inverse, and induces a cyclic permutation of all points of p. These cycles (call them segment cycles) are now used to deÿne a 2-polyhedron: faces are formed both by the original t + 3 triangles and by the just described s + 3 segment cycles, and thus there are v + 1 vertices and 3(v + 1) edges. The polyhedron is clearly homotopic to a sphere, and therefore 3(v + 1) + 2 = (6 + s + t) + (v + 1) yields 2(v − 1) = s + t. Each triangle has three vertices and each vertex is, by ( * ), contained in three triangles. Thus 3(t + 3) equals 3(v + 1), and t = v − 2 follows. We have proved: Proposition 2.6. If a dissection of an equilateral triangle into equilateral triangles satisÿes ( * ); then the number of vertices equals the number of segments.
Suppose now that ( * ) is true and that each segment of the dissection contains at least three vertices. There are 3 vertices that are incident to two segments and v − 3 vertices that are incident to three segments. This means 3s63(v − 3) + 6 = 3(v − 1), which is a contradiction, and we can state: Corollary 2.7. If a dissection of an equilateral triangle into equilateral triangles satisÿes ( * ); then there exists a pair of triangles that have a common side.
However, Tutte proved the above corollary without the restrictive assumption ( * ). Now, it is easy to observe that the method of our proof can be adapted also to the general situation -one just has to be more careful when deÿning the polyhedron. Every 6-way vertex of the triangle is replaced in the polyhedron by 2 di erent vertices, and from three segments passing through the 6-way vertex one is selected as the dividing segment. Each of two new vertices is assigned to one of the half-planes that are determined by the dividing segment. Segments coming from the interior of a half-plane (there are two of them for each of the half-planes) are now terminated at the corresponding new vertex (the non-dividing segments are thus divided by the dividing segment in new, shorter segments). In this way we receive a situation which is topologically equivalent to the kind of situations that are anticipated by ( * ), and segment cycles can be deÿned. Calculations in the polyhedron then again conÿrm the existence of equilateral triangles with a common side.
Fot the sake of brevity, the last steps of the above proof are not presented here in full detail. However, if that were done, the resulting proof would be shorter than original Tutte's proof. (Another proof, which does not resort to PoincarÃ e's characteristic, has been published by Tuza [15] .) Now, it is quite easy to verify that a dissection of an equilateral triangle with a side length n into equilateral triangles with integer side lengths can be used, if ( * ) is satisÿed, to deÿne a quasi-group Z n ( * ) with dist( * ; +) = t, where + represents addition modulo n and t is the number of triangle tiles. Details can be found in [7] and the construction described there yields the upper estimate reported in Theorem 2.1.
To determine a minimal number of equilateral triangles with sides of integer lengths that are needed to dissect an equilateral triangle with sides of length n seems to be a di cult problem that attracted the imagination of quite a few people (see, e.g. [13] ). I conjecture that in the case when n is a prime this number coincides with (n).
We have observed that the situation when Q(•) is a group and Q( * ) a quasi-group has interesting combinatorial connections. There are also some more algebraic connections, but here they will be mentioned only brie y. Consider three sets of variables X , Y and Z that are pair-wise disjoint and that are formed, respectively, by all variables x a , y b , z c for which there exists (a; b) ∈ M with a • b = c. Let R denote the set of deÿning relations x a y b = z a•b , with (a; b) running through M . For all (u; v) ∈ M deÿne G u; v as the group with deÿning relations X ∪Y ∪Z; R∪{x u = y v = 1} . It can be proved [5] that the isomorphism type of G u; v does not depend on the choice of (u; v) ∈ M . Furthermore, G u; v has a factor that is isomorphic to a subgroup of Q(•) that allows a change to a quasi-group with distance equal to dist(•; * ). One can ask many questions concerning groups G u; v and their relation to the genus of the associated surface (or surfaces, if there are more components). The group G u; v is sometimes isomorphic to Q(•) (or to its subgroup), but in some cases it can be inÿnite. No explanation of this phenomenon seems to be available.
